Control Room Operators: Simultaneously monitor and manage multiple computer systems, in real-time, from a single workstation, using one mouse and one keyboard.

Features/Benefits:

- Focus on critical information with high quality, scalable thumbnails and sub-windows.
- Enhance any KVM system and access full, robust, virtual control from anywhere on the network.
- Operate one workstation while simultaneously monitoring other workstations on a single display.
- Utilize 140+ video resolutions to instantly access any computer system across your KVM matrix.
CONTROL HUNDREDS OF INPUTS
Connect the pro-xi Workstation Integrator to a KVM matrix and simultaneously monitor and control up to dozens or hundreds of inputs.

EASY SETUP
Setting up the Workstation Integrator is quick and easy, as it requires no changes to existing systems, no software downloads, and no drivers.

REDUCE COSTS AND OVERHEAD
Manage overhead more efficiently by integrating multiple workstations onto a single display — less control stations, fewer staff, better results.